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Apropos
Suicide is the 7th leading cause of death in Canada today. Although attempted suicide was
decriminalized in 1972, suicide attempters can still be taken into custody and held for
observation and treatment in a mental health facility for a minimum of 72 hours without their
consent. A Senate amendment to remove the requirement of “those with terminal illnesses who
face an ‘imminent’ death” from our assisted suicide legislation was voted down. Although
physician assisted suicide is now legal, it is available to only the select few who face imminent
death. It seems that the right to personal freedom guaranteed by the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms is extended only to those deemed to have the will to live. We are an accepting society.
Perhaps we should accept the express wishes of others even if we are not comfortable with their
consequence.
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"In Everything There Is A Season: a discussion of medically
assisted dying”
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On June 1, Dr. Sandra Taylor, Ph.D., provided us with
an unbiased presentation, spiced with humor, about a
subject that is both imminently topical and of intimate
interest to us all. Dr. Taylor is an emerita Director of
the Office of Bioethics, Faculty of Health Sciences,
Queen's and retired Clinical Bioethicist, Kingston
General Hospital. She is coauthor with Dr. Carlos
Prado of "Assisted Suicide: theory and practice in
elective death" and the author of many articles
concerning suicide, assisted suicide and euthanasia
and other areas of health care ethics.
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Dr. Taylor opened her presentation with a definition
of two separate forms of assisted death, namely:
“Assisted Suicide: the intentional act of killing
oneself with the assistance of another who provides
the knowledge, means, or both; and, Voluntary
Euthanasia: a deliberate act undertaken by one person
with the intention of ending the life of another person
to relieve that person’s suffering with that competent
person’s consent and where that act is the cause of death.”
Continued on Page 2
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In Everything . . . . Continued
She then pointed out that the philosophy of suicide has a long
history and was a subject of discussion at least as early as the
Ancient Greeks. Plato, for example, generally opposed suicide
but set out four instances in which it was ethically and morally
acceptable. In addition, infanticide was frequently practiced by
the ancients and was enforced by law in ancient Sparta where
any deformed child was to be abandoned at birth.
Dr. Taylor also explained that in more recent times attempts
have been made to enshrine euthanasia in law. Two bills were
introduced in 1906 in the Congress of the United Sates to
legalize euthanasia, but both were defeated. In the 1930s, Dr.
Killick Millard introduced such a bill in the British parliament
that was also defeated. In 1973 a Netherlands court's judgment
set out criteria concerning when a doctor would not be required
to keep a patient alive contrary to their will.
She informed us that physician assisted suicide has now been
legalized in a few jurisdictions. In 1997, it was legalized in the
state of Oregon; in the Netherlands in 2002; in the state of
Washington in 2008; in the state of Vermont in 2013; and, in
the state of California in 2015.
This year, the Supreme Court of Canada imposed a June 6th
deadline for physician assisted suicide to become law in
Canada. However, the Government’s bill pushed through the
House of Commons prior to the deadline has now been delayed
by a Senate amendment to remove the near-death requirement
from the regulations. It is currently unclear when the enabling
legislation will be passed.
Dr. Taylor then discussed whether suicide could be considered
a rational act and, if so, what would constitute a “rational”
suicide. Modern psychiatry views suicide as an irrational act,
but extenuating circumstances may cast doubt on that view.
Any person who is suffering from a medical condition that
rationally offers no hope of improvement may indeed be
making a rational decision if they elect to end their life. Dr.
Taylor says it is due to less of a desire to die than an aversion
to continuing to live in their current condition. In support she
presented the case of a man with Huntington’s disease, an
inherited genetic disorder that he had watched relatives
deteriorate and die from. The man was still unquestionably
capable of rational thought, but he could evidently not face his
future knowing his inevitable fate. So, unbeknownst to family
members, he made the rounds to say goodbye and then, unafraid
to die, he attempted suicide but ended up in the hospital on life
support while an ethicist was brought in to decide what should
be done. After analyzing the situation, it was decided that he
should be removed from life support and allowed to die, a
decision that was supported by the coroner.
To ensure a balanced presentation, Dr. Taylor presented
arguments both for and against physician assisted suicide and
euthanasia.
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On the opposing side, there is always the religious argument.
Most religions categorically oppose suicide and killing of any
kind. The sixth Commandment of the Christian Bible says
“Thou shalt not kill”. Dr. Taylor believes that killing is
sometimes justified and she acknowledges that people do
routinely kill, or condone killing, for many reasons. We kill
plants for food. We kill insect and animal pests. Some kill
animals for food, and most consume the flesh of animals killed
by others. Politicians make war and incite killing on a grand
scale, during which more civilians are generally slaughtered
than soldiers.
Another opposing argument is that one can never know when a
cure to any condition may be found. However, Dr. Taylor points
out that for those suffering from life threatening illness, by the
time suicide is contemplated the damage to vital organs by the
disease or treatment of the disease is generally so complete that
continued life would be impossible regardless of any potential
cure.
A further opposing argument is that offering palliative care
would alleviate any desire for suicide. Dr. Taylor agrees that
palliative care is beneficial, and necessary, but it is not an option
for all and cannot address all forms of suffering. Even though
palliative care may make every attempt to treat patients in a
dignified manner, it cannot necessarily make the patient feel
dignified or relieve their emotional distress due to their
condition.
Another frequently used opposing argument is that any
legalization of physician assisted suicide and/or euthanasia
would inevitably sets us on a “slippery slope” where abuses will
occur, perhaps to an extent that the undesirable and/or the
disabled will be euthanized. However, Dr. Taylor argues that
having no law is worse than having one. The law, at least,
provides regulations that serve as concrete guidelines to ensure
against abuses. Without the law, those guidelines do not exist.
She believes that abuses are more likely to occur when there are
no regulations than when there are regulations specified by law.
Another opposing argument is physicians should not be
involved in assisting in suicide or euthanasia because their
involvement would erode patient trust in them. However, she
explained that for compassionate reasons doctors have been
easing suffering by periodically upping a patient’s pain relief
medication even though it may speed their demise. Aid in dying
has already existed in many places and there is no empirical
evidence to support the claim that the trust in doctors has been
eroded. As she quipped, physicians are not in the business of
getting rid of their patients. Indeed, the reverse is true. And,
families almost always want to keep their loved ones with them
as long as possible.
With respect to supportive arguments, the first and perhaps
most important is the need to respect personal autonomy. If a
person genuinely wishes to die, why should they be impeded?
Attentiveness to the person requires us to be attentive to and
supportive of their needs even if we may find them ethically
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repulsive. Such responsibility can extend beyond any legal
obligation.
A further supportive argument is that people are entitled to
relief from suffering. Dr. Taylor points that not all suffering is
physical suffering that can be alleviated by pain killers. Many
illnesses cause severe emotional suffering resulting from lack
of physical control, loss of dignity and self-image, inability to
care for oneself and consequently becoming a physical and/or
financial burden on others, and, loss of the ability to envision a
better or tolerable future.

Management Team Notes


The agenda for the Annual General
Meeting to be held on Wednesday,
September 7, 2016 is:
o 2016 AGM President’s
Report
o Membership Committee Report (Don
McDiarmid)
o Special Events Report (Mary Kilgour)
o Speakers
Committee
Report
(David
Farquharson)
o Financial Report
o Report Of The Financial Reviewer
o Nominating Committee Report (Jean Crowley)
o Elections Of Officers For 2016/17 - Jean
Crowley
o Induction Of President For 2016/17
o Self-Introduction - Richard Thomson
o Adjournment



Slate of Officers for 2016/17 (note that nominations
for any officer position are also accepted from the
floor during the AGM)
o President - Richard Thomson
(Also taking care of the book exchange)
o Vice President - David Batchelor
(Also taking care of the sound system)
o Past President - Bill Kennedy
o Treasurer - Graeme Rutledge
o Secretary - David Allcock
(Also taking care of the meeting coffee)
o Speakers – David Farquharson
o Membership - Don McDiarmid
o Special Events - Mary Kilgour
o Webmaster - Colin Stephenson
o Probian - Max Wood
o Auditor - Sheila Hurren



The Management Committee is looking for a member
to take on the responsibilities of Club Historian. This
will be a non-executive position responsible for
archiving, or arranging for the archiving, of relevant
Club documents and memorabilia (not including
minutes that are kept by the club secretary, financial
reports, official correspondence with Probus Canada
or items preserved on the Club’s website). Anyone
interested in becoming Club Historian should contact
Bill Kennedy or Richard Thomson.

Finally, empathy for those who are suffering has always been a
factor in decisions related to physician assisted suicide and
euthanasia.
With respect to public policy, Dr. Taylor reminded us that we
live in a democracy, not a theocracy, and we must listen to all
arguments pro and con. In our society we highly value the right
to make our own decisions regarding anything that directly
affects us. She reminds us that enshrining physician assisted
suicide and euthanasia in law does not oblige anyone to avail
themselves of either option. Each of us has the right to make
their own decision and, if desired, to leave written directives
determinant of how we should be treated in the event we lose
cognizance of our own condition, although current law does not
allow advance directives to apply to medical aid in dying.
However, Dr. Taylor cautions that written directives must be
carefully thought out and used with caution.
Thank you, Dr. Taylor for a most informative and provocative
presentation.

Lunch After September Meeting
To be held at Michael’s Table, 110
Gore St. E, Perth.

Quote for the Month
“There comes a time when you look into the
mirror and you realize that what you see is all that
you will ever be. And then you accept it. Or you kill
yourself. Or you stop looking in mirrors.”
― Tennessee Williams
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Management Team Notes . . . Cont’d.

Special Events . . . Cont’d.

We are still searching for a volunteer who would be
willing to coordinate transportation for those members
who would appreciate a ride to Probus meetings.
Please contact any Management Team member if you
are willing to take on this role.

Of Special Interest
Probus member Norma Patricia “Faye” Thornbury passed
away in Ottawa, on Sunday, July 24th, 2016 in her 81st
year. Born in Perth, Faye later graduated as a Registered
Nurse from Toronto General Hospital nursing school in
1957. She began her nursing career in Calgary but returned
to Perth to marry. After a brief time working at the Great
War Memorial Hospital, Faye worked in the Emergency
Departments at the Ottawa Civic and Kingston General
Hospitals. Retiring in 1995, Faye returned to the Perth area
and settled at the family cottage
_____________________________________________



September 30 – Bus trip to see Lost Villages of the
St. Lawrence (Bus: Perth pick up at 7:45 a.m. at The
Factory parking lot on Christie Lake Road - Park at
front of the lot; Smiths Falls pick up at 8:20 a.m. at
The Food Basic end of the mall.) The trip includes a
guided tour and a visit to the Lost Village outdoor
Museum (http://www.lostvillages.ca), lunch at
McIntosh Inn (http://www.mcintoshcountryinn.com)
- one of the best in the area - then the new Brockville
Aquatarium (http://www.aquatarium.ca). Price is.
$95.00, taxes and gratuities included. There will be a
coffee stop on the way with juice and a snack at the
museum. To date 45 have signed up for this trip.
There is still room for 8 more. If you would like to
join the trip, please contact Mary Kilgour (613-2640024). Payment will be due in September. Guests are
welcome.



November – Dinner/Theatre – the date and the show
to be attended will be decided at the September 12th
management meeting.
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December 2 – Save this date for the annual
Christmas Party to be held at Lion’s Hall, Perth.
Details to be announced.

Speakers Corner
Our speaker on September 7 will be Dr. Manuela
Joannou - Family Physician And Emergency Medicine
Physician currently practicing in Perth, ON. She is also
the Medical Director of Tay River Reflections Medical
Spa in Perth since 1999. Dr. Joannou graduated from the
University of Ottawa Medical School in 1990. She
completed her Family Medicine Residency at the
University of Ottawa in 1992 and then achieved Special
Competency in Emergency Medicine and Critical Care
from the University of Ottawa in 1993. She was awarded
the Frank P Craft Graduation Award for Excellence in
Family Medicine. Dr. Joannou will speak about her work
with others on recent developments in Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PSTD) and, in particular, on the moral
injury component of PTSD and why it is so crucial to
address this.

Probus Management Team
2015-2016

Management Team members from left front Past
President Jean Crawley, Special Events Coordinator
Mary Kilgour, Program Coordinator David
Farquharson, President Bill Kennedy, Treasurer Don
Sherwin, Secretary David Allcock, and Vice President
Richard Thompson. Absent: Don McDiarmid
(Membership), Colin Stephenson (Webmaster) and Max
Wood (Probian editor).
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PROBUS CLUB OF PERTH
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements (Draft statement not yet reviewed)
For Fiscal Year ending July 31, 2016
Bank Balance as of August 1, 2015

$2,402.41

Add: Revenues:
Surplus, Special Events: (Sept. trip 214.25; Xmas party

225.66

Studio Theatre 1.00 (loss); 1000 Islands 9.00: June 1
lunch 74.90 ( loss)

373.01

Payment for next fiscal year's fall trip

570.00

Membership Fees

3,104.00

Commemorative bench for Stewart Park

1,755.00

Total Revenues:

5,802.01

Equals:
Less:

$8,204.42

Expenditures:
Deposit for fall trip to Echo Tours and Travel

150.00

Bank Charges

109.90

Legion Hall Rental

585.00

Legion Donation

100.00

Name Tags and Pins

447.46

Past President's Gift

75.00

Post Box Rental

176.28

Postage

97.79

Printing/copying

152.40

Probus Centre Liability Insurance/Registration

350.00

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance

324.00

Cenotaph Wreath

49.00

Commemorative bench and plaque – Town of Perth
Anniversary book (printing)

433.42

Over 90's lunch

10.00

Speakers' honoraria and lunches

579.13

Cards

15.90

Coffee for meetings

163.95

Keys
Total Expenditures:

1,616.95

10.14
($355.19 surplus)

5,446.82

Bank Balance as of July 31, 2016

$2,757.60

Donald F. Sherwin, Treasurer, July 1, 2016
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Photos From the Gananoque
Thousand Islands Playhouse
Trip

Pre-theatre lunch enjoyed by all.

Dockside at the theatre.
Pre-theatre lunch at the Riva Restaurant.
Summer 2016
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Scenes From the 20th
Anniversary Meeting and
Lunch at the Lanark Timber
Run Golf Course Clubhouse

President Bill Kennedy presents opening remarks.

Pre-meeting mingle.

Jean Crowley presents special name badges to past
presidents

Meeting gets underway.
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20th Anniversary Celebration . . . continued
.

Melodears ham it up.

Past presidents pose (two are unable to attend).

Blackflies pickin’ their bones!

Rapt attention directed to the speaker.

The inimitable tenor sings “Danny Boy”.
Message from the Rideau Melodears – Anyone wishing
to join their group should contact any member, they are
interested in adding new members.

After lunch entertainment by the Rideau Melodears
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